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A method of structure-factor least-squares refinement of constrained groups linked by distance restraints 
has been developed for the refinement of macromolecular structures. Each constrained group can have 
any number of variable dihedral rotation parameters within the group in addition to the rigid-body 
translational, rotational and thermal parameters. The matrix of normal equations may be either full or 
sparse and provision is made for solution by matrix inversion or the conjugate-gradient iterative method. 
This procedure has been successfully used for 3 A data and should be applicable even for lower-resolution 
data and especially for cases with a poorer data-per-atom ratio. The structure of yeast phenylalanine tRNA 
has been refined with this procedure from a starting crystallographic R value of 42 ~ to a final R value of 
25 ~ with isotropic 'group" thermal parameters and 22 ~o with isotropic atomic thermal parameters for 
8207 independent reflections at 2.7 A resolution. The proper stereochemistry of bond distances, angles 
and van der Waals contacts for the restrained atoms was maintained within reasonable limits throughout 
the refinement. Although originally developed for nucleic acids, this procedure is directly applicable to the 
refinement of protein structures. In addition, a combination of applying distance restraints between 
groups and least-squares fitting of these groups to target coordinates has been used purely as an idealization 
process for imposing proper stereochemistry on an approximate model. 

Introduction 

As the number of macromolecules for which an ap- 
proximate model has been derived by X-ray diffraction 
methods has increased, several methods of structure 
refinement have been tried. 

To refine protein structures in real space, Freer, 
Alden, Carter & Kraut (1975) automated the differ- 
ence Fourier technique of obtaining shifts, and intro- 
duced differential methods of calculating the slope of 
the electron density at the grid points in conjunction 
with imposition of restraints between cycles. Diamond 

* Present address: Department of Structural Chemistry, The 
Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel. 

(1971) has devised a procedure for minimizing the 
difference between an electron density map and a 
model density map, calculated assuming a Gaussian 
distribution of electron densities centered at the atomic 
positions from the current model, by changing only 
torsional angles and some bond angles of the con- 
strained model. Among others, Deisenhofer & Steige- 
mann (1975) applied this procedure together with 
Fourier maps calculated with new phases after each 
cycle to refine the structure of the pancreatic trypsin 
inhibitor. 

The structure refinement of macromolecules in 
reciprocal space was pioneered by Watenpaugh, Sieker, 
Herriot & Jensen (1973), who showed that it was pos- 
sible to refine a protein structure by a least-squares 
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method on the individual atomic parameters. They 
successfully lowered the residual (R) from 22.4 to 12-6 % 
for rubredoxin and improved the model and map 
using 5005 reflections for 558 non-hydrogen atoms. 
Recently, Konnert (1976a) has improved this approach 
by introducing subsidiary distance restraints as de- 
scribed by Waser (1963) to maintain proper stereo- 
chemistry throughout refinement and ensure conver- 
gence with a limited subset of data. He reports success- 
fully refining the 2436 atomic positional parameters 
(812 atoms) of carp calcium binding protein using only 
1370 intensity data by including 2030 distance re- 
straints. Three other approaches which are directed to 
improvement of the phases, and therefore, the inter- 
pretability of the electron density map have been 
developed by Hendrickson & Karle (1973), Sayre 
(1974), and Collins, Cotton, Hazen, Meyer & Mori- 
moto (1975). 

With a few exceptions, X-ray diffraction data from 
protein and nucleic acid crystals do not warrant the 
conventional structure-factor least-squares refinement 
where individual atomic positions are independently 
refined. Meaningless shifts of atomic positions result 
from such refinement, primarily as a result of the low 
data/parameter ratio and the relatively poor quality of 
the data compared to most of the small molecule X-ray 
data. To improve the situation, constrained group re- 
finement was attempted in the early work on myoglo- 
bin (Br~ind6n, Holmes & Kendrew, 1963) and in refine- 
ment of models using fibre diffraction data (Arnott, 
Dover & Wonnacott, 1969). Such approaches are justi- 
fiable because proteins and nucleic acids can be con- 
sidered as composed of many 'rigid' groups; peptide 
groups, as a first approximation, many side chains 
(phenyl, tyrosyl, tryptophanyl, prolyl, valyl, etc.) or 
parts of side chains in proteins; bases, phosphates and 
riboses in nucleic acids. 

To take advantage of the rigid groups in proteins 
and nucleic acids, to overcome the relatively poor 
quality and resolution of the data from such crystals, 
and to reduce the influence of the linked neighbors on 
positional shift, we developed a scheme of structure 
factor refinement which combines Scheringer's rigid- 
group constraints (Scheringer, 1963a), as extended to 
allow for variable rotation axes (Scheringer, 1963b), 
with distance restraints (Waser, 1963) to maintain 
proper stereochemistry between groups within a speci- 
fied error limit. The advantages of a constrained group 
refinement (Scheringer, 1963a) are (1) a large increase 
in the data/parameters ratio: (2) automatic mainte- 
nance of group stereochemistry; (3) increased range of 
convergence; (4) reduced computing time and core 
storage resulting from a smaller normal equations 
matrix; (5) applicability of the method to intermediate 
resolution data. By allowing variable dihedral angles 
within constrained groups it is possible to choose the 
groups in such a manner that the total number of 
structural parameters is further reduced. 

Distance restraints are applied between any two 

atoms of the same or different groups in order to main- 
tain the appropriate stereochemistry and effectively 
further reduce the degrees of freedom of the system. In 
addition to maintaining proper bond lengths and 
angles at connections between rigid groups, we have 
also used distance restraints to minimize bad non- 
bonded contacts. A list of minimum non-bonded con- 
tacts is prepared and whenever a group is shifted by 
refinement to within the extreme close contact distance 
specified (Ramachandran & Sasisekharan, 1968), ap- 
propriately weighted restraint terms are added into the 
least-squares matrix which tend to shift the group 
parameters in such a way as to alleviate the bad con- 
tact. This approach is similar to a hard-sphere poten- 
tial frequently used in energy calculation. 

In addition to application in structure-factor refine- 
ment, distance restraints can be used for stereo- 
chemical idealization of a model structure (Waser, 
1963). The usual procedure has been to restrain all 
bond distances, bond angles and any fixed torsion 
angles to specified 'ideal' values (Levitt & Lifson, 1969; 
Hermans & McQueen, 1974; Dodson, Isaacs & Rol- 
lett, 1976). We have, however, followed an approach 
consistent with our structure-factor refinement. The 
distances between the atomic coordinates of the con- 
strained groups and the target coordinates of the 
model are minimized, and at the same time, the inter- 
group connections are restrained. Since the only re- 
straints are at the links between groups, and since all 
shifts involve only the group translational and rota- 
tional parameters, far fewer parameters and restraints 
are required than when using restraints between atoms. 
We have used this method for idealizing a nucleic acid 
model and it is directly applicable to model building 
of protein structures. 

Least-squares refinement using constraints and 
restraints 

The quantity to be minimized, Q, in the least-squares 
procedure consists of the sum of three terms: 

Q = wFDF + wDDD + wTDT (1) 

where wr, wD, and wT are overall weights for each term. 
The first term, DF, is the usual structure-factor differ- 
ences summed over all or part of the reflections, h: 

DF = ~ Wh(lFo, h l -  lEt, hi) 2. (2) 
h 

The second term restrains the stereochemistry and is 
the sum over all subsidiary distance restraints, d: 

D D =  ~ wd(Do, d-- De, d) 2, (3) 
d 

where Do, d is the 'ideal' distance between specified pairs 
of atoms (which may correspond to a bond length, 
bond angle or a non-bonded close-contact distance) 
and De, a is this distance calculated from the model. The 
third term restrains the structure from moving away 
from a specified set of target coordinates. Here the sum 

AC 33A-8" 
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is over all atoms, i, and over three axial components, j, 
of each atom: 

DT=~i wi~(Xr,,,j-X,,i)z , (4) 

where XT, i,j is the axial coordinate (orthogonal and 
in ,h,) of the target atom, while Xi, j is the corresponding 
coordinate of the model. 

For restrained-constrained structure-factor least- 
squares refinement, we set wr--0,  while for distance- 
target idealization (model building), WF = 0. The rela- 
tive magnitudes among WF, WD and wr have been dis- 
cussed earlier (Waser, 1963; Konnert, 1976a). 

All three of the above terms are functions of the 
atomic coordinates of the model structure. Starting 
from a set of coordinates for a group of atoms in ,~, X, 
if one assumes six rigid-body parameters (three rota- 
tional and three translational) and an arbitrary number 
of dihedral-angle parameters, one can convert to frac- 
tional coordinates, x, with the following expression: 

x = t g + [ U ]  [Rg] [-Dg.01] ... [Dg.0k]X , (5) 

where: tg is the translation vector (x,y,z) in fractional 
coordinates of the origin of the group, g, (usually taken 
at or near its center of mass) relative to the origin of the 
unit cell; [U] is the matrix which transforms Cartesian 
coordinates in A to fractional crystallographic co- 
ordinates (Rossman & Blow, 1962) 

1/(a sin 7 sin co) 
[U] -- 1/(b tan a tan co)- 1/(b tan 7 sin co) 

- 1/(c sin e tan o)) 

Thus, the quantity Q in (1), which is to be minimized, 
is explicitly a function of all the group positional 
parameters and the thermal parameters of the groups 
of atoms; 

Q = Q(t,R, 0,B) (10) 

where t, R, ~, and B refer to all group translation 
vectors, rotation vectors, dihedral angles and thermal 
parameters. Normally, the group coordinates are 
chosen so that all angular parameters, R, and ~, are 
initially set to zero. 

The group derivatives with respect to the positional 
parameters are obtained by differentiation of (1) and 
application of the chain rule (Doedens, 1970): 

- ~  \ -~ ] ,  j--lto3, (11) 

where i is an index over all atoms whose coordinates 
are a function of the group positional parameters 
P,(t,R,O). The subgroup derivatives with respect to 
the thermal parameters are a function of F only and 
contain the terms: 

OF~ ~ ~F~ 
OP,, OB i i = 1  

where N is the number of atoms in a subgroup. 
The least-squares normal equations follow, directly: 

o o / 
1/b - 1/(b tan c~) , 
0 1/(c sin a) / 

(6) 

where a, b, c, ~, fl, 7, are the unit-cell parameters, and 

cos co = (cos f l -  cos ~ cos ?)/(sin ~ sin 7); 

[-Rg] is the rotation matrix (Doedens, 1970) corresponding to successive rotations of the entire group, first, about 
the z axis by (p degrees, next, about the new x axis by 0 degrees, and finally about the new y axis by 0 degrees, 

cos q~ cos 0 -  sin q~ sin 0 sin Q 
[Rg] = sin q~ cos 0 + cos ¢p sin 0 sin 0 

- c o s  0 sin Q 

- s i n  q~ cos 0 
cos q~ cos 0 
sin 0 

cos q~ sin Q + sin q~ sin 0 cos ~ \ 
sin q~ sin Q - cos q~ sin 0 cos ~ ) ; 
cos 0 cos Q 

(7) 

and [Dg, 0k] is the dihedral rotation matrix (the transpose of the matrix as given by Patterson, 1959), for a 
particular dihedral angle of group g, which is applied to a 'subgroup' of the atoms in the group, e.g. rotation 
of a sugar about the glycosyl bond relative to a base, where Ok is the amount of rotation of the kth dihedral 
angle, and Ix, 2, 3 are the direction cosines of the particular rotation axis with respect to the Cartesian coordinate 
system. 

(COSOk+ I2(1--COSOk) lll2(1--COS Ok)--la sin Ok 1311(1--COS Ok)q-12 sin O:) 
[Dg.0k-l---- lll2(1--COSg/k)+lasin@k COSg/k+IE(1--COSg/k) lEl3(1-cosd/k)-ll s in~  . (8) 

lall(1--COSOk)--IESinOk lEl3(1-cosg/k)+ll sin@k COSOk+12(1--COSg/k) 
To return to orthogonal • coordinates from frac- 

tional coordinates, as is required in DD and DT above, 
one merely multiplies the fractional coordinates by 
the inverse of [U]:  

a sin 7 sin co 0 0 \ 
[ U ] - I =  acos7  b c c o s a ) .  (9) 

a sin 7 cos co 0 c sin ct 

[A]Ap=V (12) 

0lEe, hi c~lFc, hl ~Dc,~ ~Dc,~ 
anm~-WF~hWh ~Pn -~m -]-WD~dWd 6~Pn ~m 

aX~,j t?Xi, j (13) + Wr ~ Wi ~ OP, aPm 
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g~= WT ~ Wh(IFo, hl- IFc hi) 0lFc, hl 
h ' 

ODe +w. - j .  

wi F, ox,,j j 0P,, (14) 

The contributions to the A matrix from the distance 
cross derivatives are non-zero only for elements A,m, 
where P, and Pm are both parameters of groups which 
are restrained to each other (P, and Pm affect De, e). 
When idealizing a model (Wv=0, wr >0), the matrix 
element contributions from the targeting cross deriva- 
tives are non-zero only when the Cartesian coordinate 
Xi, j is a function of both parameters P, and Pm. 

Construction and solution of the normal-equation matrix 

Even though the number of parameters describing a 
macromolecule may be greatly decreased by employing 
rigid-body constraints, the use of full-matrix methods 
still may be prohibitive for many macromolecular 
structures in terms of storage space and time of matrix 
construction. 

When this is the case, we have used a 'sparse matrix', 
which contains blocks of intragroup cross derivatives 
along the diagonal and off-diagonal blocks containing 
cross-derivative terms between groups sharing at least 
one restraint condition, including possible van der 
Waals contacts (whether within contact distance or 
not). This has the advantage of retaining many elements 
of the full matrix off the diagonal, which have a signif- 
icant effect on the shifts of the group parameters. 
Because of the spatial proximity of restrained groups, 
the shifts of these groups are highly correlated. All 
other off-diagonal elements should have relatively 
small influence and are thus filled with zeros. Since the 
operations involved in filling the elements of a full 
matrix are so numerous (often more time consuming 
than matrix solution), a great saving in calculation 
time can be gained by use of a 'sparse matrix' where 
most of the terms are simply set to zero. 

Such a 'sparse matrix' may be solved by either 
matrix inversion or an iterative procedure such as the 
conjugate-gradient method (Hestenes & Stiefel, 1952). 
We have found that time spent in actual solution of the 
normal equations by the conjugate-gradient method 
is comparable to that used in matrix inversion by the 
Choleski procedure (for example, see Rollett, 1965). 

Since the conjugate-gradient method requires stor- 
ing only the non-zero elements, a saving in storage 
space of up to 99% may result. However, use of 
matrix inversion may at times be useful because of the 
ease of calculation of estimated standard deviations 
and correlation coefficients. 

It should be noted that in order for the conjugate- 
gradient method to be successful in solving a matrix, 
all matrix elements should be of approximately the 
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same magnitude. Since for example, the 8Fc/t?B and 
OFc/OX may be very different, it is necessary to scale the 
elements of the matrix according to estimates of the 
average values of the various types of derivatives. 
This scaling is then reversed after the shifts have been 
calculated (Konnert, 1976b). 

Refinement of yeast phenylalanine tRNA 

The method of constrained-restrained structure-factor 
least squares discussed above was initially developed 
for refinement of the crystal structure of yeast phenyl- 
alanine tRNA. It was felt that a refinement with con- 
straints and restraints was necessary, considering the 
limited resolution of the data and the resulting poor 
data/parameter ratio. 

We have generated 'idealized' starting atomic co- 
ordinates of yeast phenylalanine tRNA by connecting 
the stereochemically ideal constrained groups with 
restrained distances, then simultaneously minimizing 
the distances between the coordinates of the ideal 
groups and the target coordinates. The target coordi- 
nates were from the model of the tRNA derived by the 
multiple isomorphous replacement and partial Fourier 
methods (Sussman & Kim, 1976a). 

In the early stages of refinement, only 6153 data 
between 3 and 10 A resolution were used in order to 
increase the radius of convergence of the least-squares 
procedure and to save calculation time. The 1652 atoms 
of tRNA were divided into 132 constrained groups. In 
addition, distance restraints were included which 
specified the stereochemistry of the phosphate-sugar 
connections, hydrogen bonds in the accepted second- 
ary and tertiary interactions (Sussman & Kim, 1976b), 
and hard-sphere contact distances of non-bonded atom 
pairs. These restraints, along with maintaining the 
proper stereochemistry, served to effectively improve 
the data/parameter ratio. At this point, there were 888 
variable positional parameters representing the entire 
structure along with an overall temperature factor and 
scaling factors. 

After four cycles of refinement for these parameters, 
we increased the resolution of the observations used to 
2.7 .~ (8207 reflections with F>2a used out of 8579 
measured), removed distance restraints for the tertiary 
H bonds, and allowed temperature factors to vary for 
each phosphate, ribose, or base group. We then intro- 
duced variable sugar pucker by defining three variable 
dihedral rotations for each sugar and simultaneously 
restraining distances between atoms within each ri- 
bose. The total number of positional parameters was 
thus increased to 1121 plus 228 variable subgroup 
(phosphates, riboses and bases) temperature factors. 
At this point, 88% of the total chemical bonds and 84% 
of the total bond angles in the structure were con- 
strained and the remainders restrained. Three cycles of 
refinement on 1652 variable atomic thermal param- 
eters concluded the refinement. 

The complete refinement lowered the R value from 
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42% for 6153 reflections (3 A data) to 25%, with iso- 
tropic subgroup thermal parameters, then to 22 %, by 
refinement of just isotropic atomic thermal parameters, 
for 8207 reflections (2-7 A data). The metal ions, bound 
waters, hydrogens and solvent were not included in 
the refinement. The correlation coefficient between 
observed and calculated structure factors (Bevington, 
1969) at this point was 0.87. The average change in 
atomic coordinates from the starting model was 0.83 A, 
the root mean square (r.m.s.) change was 1.10 A, and 
the average phase shift was 55 ° . The overall quality of 
the difference Fourier and Fourier maps was greatly 
improved. The difference Fourier and 2Fo-Fc  Fourier 
maps were calculated and observed on a computer 
graphics system at four different stages of the refine- 
ment, including the final one. This was very advan- 
tageous in manual correction of the model at points 
where a group had shifted to an incorrect local mini- 
mum because of poor starting coordinates. 

The computing time for one cycle of constrained- 
restrained least-squares refinement of the 888 variable 
parameters of tRNA (1652 atoms) using 6153 data was 
33 min on an IBM 370/165 machine. This includes 
15 min of computing time required for structure-factor 
calculations alone. 

All bond distances and angles within constrained 
groups (over 85 % of total bond distances and angles 
in the structure) retained their canonical values. The 
average deviation from 'ideality' in the restraint dis- 
tances corresponding to bond lengths was 0.02 A 
(r.m.s. deviation = 0"03 A), the restraints corresponding 
to bond angles and dihedrals deviated by an average 
of 0"03 A (r.m.s. deviation = 0.04 A), which corresponds 
to about 2 °. The shortest non-bonded contact was 0"3 A 
less than the closest allowed contact distance (Rama- 
chandran & Sasisekharan, 1968). The maximum devia- 
tion in restrained bond distance was 0.15/~ and in re- 
strained angle 0" 15 A, which corresponds to about 10 °. 

Structural details and analysis of the application of 
this refinement technique oh the yeast phenylalanine 
tRNA structure will be published elsewhere. 

Note added in proof: This program has recently been 
applied successfully for model building and refinement 
of two protein structures: demetallized concanavalin 
A where the R value was reduced from 47 to 28% 
(3.2 A data) and triclinic lysozyme where the R value 
was reduced from 35.5 to 25.6% (2.5 A data). In both 
cases after refinement the quality of the electron den- 
sity maps was greatly improved while the models of 

the structures retained good stereochemistry (Sussman, 
unpublished). 

This work was supported by the grants from NIH 
(CA 15802) and NSF (GB 40814). 
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